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To get to the firmware unlock screen, I held the side button, the volume buttons, and the
power button simultaneously until the smartphone began to vibrate. After opening the home
screen, I quickly navigated to the Settings menu and enabled USB debugging and USB OTG
debugging to make sure that I could properly download the AT&T dump file. Now I took the
AT&T.dmp file that I had downloaded earlier from Coding Horror and placed it on the root

directory of my hard drive. Next, I accessed the OTG debug menu via this same procedure and
selected the Browse OTG file as an option in the Advanced menu. After it was loaded, I gave

the command of adb devices and I was able to confirm that the tablet was properly paired with
the PC by bringing up its serial number in the terminal. I then took the AT&T.dmp file, opened
it in Multi Image Kitchen, and selected the firmware method of flashing. I also chose to flash
the image to a different ROM and partition, however the intended purpose of the recovery

partition update was to flash an FM radio rather than the stock ROM. Fortunately, this addition
of the PHYSTRAPP driver to the ROM made the process as simple as the ROM. Next, I selected
the recovery partition and partition that was unaffected by the SIM card being deleted and the

Radio being updated in the multitool of my choice. Then I executed the firmware_update.sh
script via the terminal and shortly after it began the upgrade process. After it was complete, I

rebooted the tablet to the home screen and everything worked flawlessly.
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